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The doctorate thesis of Mgr. Zuzana Cihlářová focuses on the important field, which describes how 
alterations and disturbances in DNA repair mechanisms lead to neurological disorders. From an 
ancient discovery by Yosef Shiloh, who connected unknown PI3-type kinase (currently known as 
ATM) mutation with rare disease characterized by progressive, severely debilitating cerebellar 
degeneration causing the ataxia and consequent observation that cells from these patients are extremely 
sensitive to radiation, we understand that DNA damage is intrinsically connected to the well-being of 
our most delicate system – neural tissue. Forty years later, Mgr. Zuzana Cihlářová, as a part of one of 
the best scientific teams in current progress in pinpointing dots between patients' mutations and DNA 
damage repair mechanisms, tried to uncover the role of BRAT1 protein, which is aptly named BRCA1-
associated ATM activator 1. 
 
Although their original focus on BRAT1 was clearly orientated towards understanding how this gene 
affects DNA damage response, they came to the conclusion that its main role is in posttranscriptional 
RNA processing. This is a sign of a good science clearly not orientated towards cementing current 
knowledge but rather buried this knowledge under well-developed facts. The original observation 
which Mgr. Zuzana Cihlářová made in collaboration with the Canadian group led to a more 
mechanistic paper (currently under revision) describing BRAT1 interaction with the Integrator 
complex. In this well-argued manuscript Mgr. Zuzana Cihlářová uncovered the mechanism of how 
BRAT1 mutations in patients with mild syndrome lead to disrupting its function. 
 
Besides mentioned work, two papers with Hana Hanzlikova as the first author are presented in the 
thesis. They both represent exquisite science and clearly show the process of how Mgr. Zuzana 
Cihlářová learned the ability to collaborate and teamwork.  
 
Formalistically, all the results are appropriately displayed, discussed, and concluded well in the 
appropriate chapter(s). In addition, the introduction is well written and represents an excellent 
snapshot into the complicated world of DNA damage repair. 
 
I don’t have any negative comments as I found this thesis as a good example how it should look like. I 
wish Mgr. Zuzana Cihlářová good future in science and I hope she will hold enthusiasm in daily fights 
which have to be done to discover what is yet unknown. 
 
The thesis had the following specific aims, answered in the presented results, and published (or soon to 
be published) in peer-reviewed journals.   
 
 
Specific aims of thesis were:  
 

Aim 1 – To explore the role of ADP-ribosylation at sites of DNA single-strand breaks  

Aim 2 – To examine whether BRAT1-mutated patient cells exhibit an aberrant ADP-ribose 
signalling and a defective DNA damage response  

Aim 3 – To identify BRAT1 function/s which might be associated with neurological disorders 
when disrupted 
 



Questions: 

1/ Patients with Val62Glu mutation have lower protein level of BRAT1 but you are not able to rescue 

this defect with MG132 – could you explain (or try) this paradox? 

2/ Defects in BRAT1 impede proper 3’ end processing of replication dependent histone mRNAs, and 

alter expression of protein coding genes. What could be (or is) the functional output of this defect. 

3/ How does the absence of BRAT1/Integrator interaction (in patients with Val62Glu mutation) 

explain their phenotype? I know it is probably not known – but I would like to hear some hypothesis. 

4/ I observe a growing consensus showing that disruption of post-transcriptional RNA processing is a 

key step in the development of neurodegenerative syndromes. Can you elaborate on this observation? 

There is another group of this syndromes caused by proteotoxicity. Is this same coin?  

5/ What is next? Where do you want to take the project? 

 

 

 


